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Abstract--Pursuit-evasion differential games with bounded uncertainties in dynamics are considered. As 
one may expect, the classical concepts of optimality, of the value of a game and of the saddle point do 
not apply to such games. The "value" becomes dependent on the (unknown) uncertainties and is located 
somewhere between certain bounds which can be determined as solutions (if they exist) of a pair of 
antisymmetric Isaacs equations. A new method employing V-functions i then proposed for determining 
the strategies assuring the capture for any realization of uncertainties. The ideas are illustrated by 
examples. 
Consider a game 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
dx  
5: = --~ = f (x ,  t, c, ul , u2), t e [to, ti], X(to) = Xo e R" (1) 
where c(.):[t0, ty]--,C c R ~ is a piecewise continuous -vector-function of  unknown parameters 
with values in a closed set C. The game is played in a bounded playing domain A with the possibility 
of  a temporary departure from A into a larger region f~=A specified later. The control values 
ui(t) • Ui c R"' are to be chosen by two players i = 1,2 from known sets Ui. The cost functional 
is taken as 
I," J[xo, to, tl, c(.),  ul(.), u2(.)] = fo(x, t, ul, u2) dt (2) 
0 
with some fixed tt <<. ti. We allow t i=  ~ with f0(.) such that 
lim J 
is defined. 
There is given a compact simply connected target set 0 c A which is assumed ~o satisfy the 
Slater condition: for each x •0 ,  0 =inter ior  0, there exists an n-dimensional neighborhood 
N,(x)  contained in 0, i.e. x•N, (x )  cO.  I f  a solution o f  (1) reaches 0, then we take 
t~ = t*= t*[x0, to, c(.),  u~(.), u2(.)] in (2) where t* is the first moment the solution touches the 
boundary c~O. Rules to select controls ui(.):[t0, t i ]~  Ui are called strategies Pi(.) which may be set 
valued: 
P~(.):R" × R~nonempty  subsets of  Ui, i = !, 2. 
For each (x, t ) the  notation Pt(x, t) means a particular subset of  U~, so that we can write 
u~(t) • P~(x, t) ~_ U~. In the case of  single-valued feedback strategies, P~(x, t) is a point in Ui, so that 
we write u~(t)= P~(x, t); in this case we sometimes identify P~(x, t )= u~(x, t) and use the words 
"strategy" and "control"  as synonyms, to avoid repetition; this should not cause any confusion. 
With the control thus defined, system (1) becomes a contingent equation (differential inclusion): 
• {f(x, t, c, u,, u2)lc(t) E ~, ui(t) • Pi(x, t) ~_ Ui, i = 1, 2}. (3) 
For a particular realization of  c(.), ui(.), u2(.) let 
g(x, t) = f [x, t, c(t), u,(/), u2(t)]. (4) 
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We assume that, given X(to) = x0, equation (3) satisfies tandard conditions uch that there exist 
absolutely continuous olution 
x[ . ,  x0, to, c( . ) ,  u,(.) ,  u2(.)]:[t0, t+] --+ R" 
for every c(.), c(t)~C, chosen u~(.), u2(.) (see next phrase) and almost all t in the sense of 
Filippov [1, 2]. We also assume that, whatever c(.), c(t)~ C, the function f ( . )  and strategies Pi(.) 
are such that all solutions can be continued until t = tf <<, ~ or until t = t* when they touch the 
boundary ~0 and the play is considered terminated. This defines the admissible classes of functions 
and strategies: 
(/: p,) + ( : ,  9'3. 
There may be two situations. 
Situation I
Given X0~_A-~,X0 may be a singleton (see Section 5), there exists P~( . )e~ such that, no 
matter what c(.) andP2(.) E ~2, the solutions reach 0 for all x0 E X0 ~ A -- 0. Then Player ! wants 
to determine a subset of such suitable (successful) strategies {Pj(.)} c ~j and to minimize J, if 
possible, over this subset {P~(.)}. Player 2 wants to maximize J over his class ~2 of admissible 
strategies. 
Situation I1 
Given X0~A-0 ,  there exists P2( . )~ '2  such that, no matter what c(.) and P~(.)~g~,, the 
solutions do not reach 0 for any x0 E )to-~ A-  0. Then Player II wants to determine a subset of 
such suitable (successful for him) strategies {P2(.)} ~ ~2. 
In this research, we shall restrict ourselves to situation I and suppose that players select their 
respective strategies as P~(.)~ {P~(.)} c ~, ,  P2( . )e~2,  so that termination in ~7 is guaranteed 
against all P2(.)~ ~2 and any admissible uncertainty c(.), c(t)E C. 
If the vector c(.), c(t) ~ C were a known function, the above would be the standard formulation 
of a pursuit~evasion differential game [3-9]. In a situation of some imprecision in the dynamics 
and/or in the external forces or under disturbances even the notion of a strategy becomes more 
involved. 
In general, the set C may be not known exactly by both players. Suppose that Player i can make 
a guaranteed estimate of the set C, that is, take Ci such that C _ Ci, i = 1, 2. We assume now that 
Filippov solutions to (3) exist and can be continued for every c(.), c(t) e C, U C2. The information 
available to Player i are the functionsf(.),f0(.), the current state x(t), the set C~ and both sets U~, 
Ui, i C j, i, j = 1, 2. The strategies now depend on the approach adopted by players with respect 
to the uncertainty in parameters. 
Remark 1.1 
We do not formally introduce Lebesgue measurable control functions for the following reason. 
Suppose u~(.) is a measurable function on [to, ty] in the strict sense: it is measurable and there exists 
t' e (to, t~ ), t~ = min(t*, t/), such that in some interval (t' - d, t') c [to, t~ ], d > 0, the function u~(. )
has infinitely many discontinuities (in other words u~(.) is measurable and not piecewise continuous 
on [to, q])- Suppose uj(.) is in action up to and including t'. Then at some t ~ (t' - d, t') or earlier 
the control system of Player 1 fails and equation (1) ceases to exist as a model of a physical system 
although it can be Lebesgue integrated over [t' -d ,  t']. Thus, an active control function u(.), i.e. 
a driving force, and (by the same argument) the uncertainty can be at most piecewise continuous. 
The V-function method (see the sequel) which provides strategies to select active controls should 
be employed in such a manner (see Section 5) so as to produce piecewise continuous controls. 
Measurable functions are usually used in models that describe an average behavior of some 
collective phenomena; such models are not considered here. Measurable controls with infinitely 
many discontinuities may be required to provide for the mathematical existence of optimizing 
elements yielding the value of J in (2) which in this case does not reflect a physical reality but only 
a bound for values actually obtained with piecewise continuous controls. In this situation we allow 
measurable controls as mathematical tools without any specific mention (Section 2). 
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2. THE WORST-CASE APPROACH 
If we assume that Player i has chosen C~ such that Cj c_ ~,  j ¢ i, then under certain hypotheses 
(compactness of respective sets and other assumptions, ee, for example [4-7]) the counterplay of 
nature embodied in the unknown parameters can be formally regarded as a control of the opponent 
and, thus, the game may be worst-case-solved by application of the Isaacs equation [3] extended 
into the parameter space, 
In fact, we consider two games; in the first game uncertainty c(.) acts on behalf of Player 2, 
whereas in the second it acts for Player 1. 
For Player 1 we have the equation: 
~rv, 
min max max De0 (x, t, u,, u2) + VW,(x, t ) f (x,  t, c, u,, u2)] - (5) 
~.~(h c~C, u2~02 OI 
where 
Wl(x, t) = min max max J[x, t, t*(. ), c(. ), u.(. ), u2(. )] (6) 
ut(.) c ( )  u2(.) 
and from (2), (6) it follows 
W.(x , t* )=O,  x eO0. (7) 
For Player 2 we have similarly: 
max min min [f0 + VW2(x, t ) f (x,  t, c, ul, u2)] = - - -  
where 
(8) 
W2(x, t) = max min min J[x, t, t*(.), c(.), ul(.), u2(.)] (9) 
u2(. ) c(.) Ul(.) 
W2(x, t*) = O, x • &O. (10) 
We have introduced new sets U, c U~ and 02 ~- U2 which for the moment are supposed to be 
the same in (5) and (8). The introduction of U~, U2 reflects the fact that optimization in (5) and 
(8) cannot, in general, be carried out over U~, U2 but rather over such subsets 0~ c_ U~, 02 c_ U2 
that, in accordance with situation I, produce minimax strategies p0 (.) e {P,(. )} c ~, and p0(.) e ~2 
yielding controls which guarantee termination in 0 and are such that (5)-(6) and (8)-(9) are 
satisfied. We assume in this section that solutions of (5)-(7) and of (8)-(10) exist. 
It is clear that even in the ideal case C~ = C" 2 we have a sort of anti-symmetric three player game 
with a pair of corresponding Isaacs equations whereby, in general, W~ :~ I412. We see that the 
classical results do not apply and even the concept of a value becomes omewhat ill-defined for 
uncertain systems. 
If C', = Cz = C" and the pair of Isaacs equations can be solved, then we have two functions W. 
and W z corresponding to different "worst" realizations of parameters. Let us call these functions 
the upper and lower values of the game with uncertainties (not to be confused with upper and lower 
values of a deterministic game in the sense of Friedman [6, 7]). Nature changes ides in (5) and 
(8), so that in a regular case we have 
W~(x,t)>~ W,(x,t), for all te[to, t*) ( l l )  
and this should not be confused with the property min max J >~ max min J that is usually valid for 
conventional games. 
Since the choices ~,  C2 are unrelated and Ci ~ C, i = 1, 2, so the pair of Isaacs equations, in 
general, does not produce upper and lower values of the game but only their bounds Wt, W 2 with 
the relation, in a regular case: 
Wt(x, t) >1 W,(x, t) >~ W2(x, t) >i W'2(x, t), t • [t 0, t*) (12) 
provided there exist x0e X0 ~ A-0 ,  to and t • [t 0, t*) such that c°(t, Xo, to)q~ C for i = I or 2. 
The worst-case approach is often not satisfactory for several reasons. Firstly, the estimates I~, 
and W z, also W~ and W2, may be grossly exaggerated since C, C~ and C2 need not be "small". 
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Secondly, the subsets 0~, 02, are usually unknown and, if players try to substitute them with known 
larger sets Ul, U2, then it may well happen that the strategies obtained via (5) and (8), and 
consequent controls for given initial conditions may be such that the target ~ is not reached. 
For these reasons and in the belief that in pursuit-evasion games capture is more important han 
optimality, we shall hereafter concentrate on the problem of determining the strategies that 
guarantee termination on the target for any realization of the uncertainties. 
3. THE V-FUNCTION METHOD FOR D IFFERENTIAL  
GAMES WITH UNCERTAINT IES  
We consider eal stationary C l-functions V(.):R"--,  R and an interval B c R such that for each 
constant v0 ~ B the following conditions are satisfied: 
1" There exists a surface V(x) = vo which is unique (single-sheeted) and of finite measure in the 
sense that any piece of the surface contained in any cube has finite measure. 
2* There exists a domain D c R n containing the closure 7~, ~ c D, and for each x* e D the 
surface V(x) = V(x*) = v* separates R" into two disjoint domains V(x) < t,* and V(x) > r*. 
3* For any v0 s B the set ~ N {xl V(x) <~ vo} is either empty or is topologically equivalent o a 
closed ball. 
Remark 3. 1 
Condition 2* defines B c R: 
= {volv,, = V(x) ,  x ~ D}.  (13) 
Sometimes we shall consider also a segment B c R corresponding to the closure/3 or N. Clearly, 
for any D c R" such functions and corresponding surfaces and intervals B c R do exist; for 
example, the surfaces may be ellipsoids, planes, paraboloids, but not spirals (in R2), nor spiral-type 
surfaces in R", not torus (in R3), nor torus-type surfaces in R", etc. 
We consider the set 
its closure 
its boundary 
~(v0) = {xl V(x)  < v0}, 
fi(vo) = {x L V(x ) < v0}, 
(14) 
(15) 
~l)(v0) = {xl V(x) = v0}, (16) 
and the open complement or the exterior of ~: 
C~(vo) = {x IV(x) > Vo} = ext ~(vo). (I 7) 
Clearly, we have 
f~U0~UC[]=R"  and ext f~=c~UCf ]Dext f~=Cf~.  (18) 
More on the geometry of such V-functions and corresponding fl-surfaces can be found 
in [10, 1 l]. The construction and application of these functions resembles the well known Liapunov 
functions [12]. However, the functions introduced above are used in a different problem, do not 
satisfy the Liapunov conditions (cf. [10, 11]) and so, to avoid confusion, they are called simply 
V-functions. There have been proposed various other control schemes, see, for example [13, 19] 
employing different functions in different settings. The present approach combines the V-function 
structure developed in [10, 11,20, 21] with the notion of essential uncertainty introduced in [22-25]. 
We add also relay uncertainties ( ee Section 5) to show that the method works in a rather rough 
environment. 
We need some preliminary results which we reproduce from [10, 11, 20, 21]. 
Lemma (see [10, 21]) 
If v0 < v0, then for a given V(x) the surfaces 0l'2(v0) and 0f2(v0) are strictly enclosed: 
i1' = ~(v0) = n = n(v0). (19) 
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Moving V-surfaces [10, 20] 
Suppose x = x(t) is a C' - funct ion of  time on [to, ~] .  Using one and the same V(x), we can define 
the level function: 
Vo(t) = V[x(t)]. (20) 
I f  this function is considered in (16) instead of a constant v0, then one obtains a moving boundary 
af f ( t )  = {x lV(x )  = v0(t)} (2J) 
thereto in (21) x ~ R" is any point on the surface and not the same as x(t) in (20). 
Take any t~ ~ [t 0, tl] and let the total derivative 
dr0 l, dV '~ dx I, 
dt =~-  =VV-d~ <0.  (22) 
d 
Since V(x)E C 1, then by continuity there exists 6 > 0 such that 
dr0 l 
t2 - - t l+3  <t r  and ~-  <0 for all tE [ f i , t  1+3] .  (23) 
Continuous function dvo/dt is uniformly continuous on a closed segment [tt, t2] and attains there 
its maximum: 
dvo 
max =c ,  c<O.  (24) t~tlt,t2l~ 
Now, (23) can be strengthened: 
dvo 
d-~- ~<c = - I c l  <0 ,  for all t E[t,, t2]. (25) 
Integrating (25) over [fi, t2] yields 
Vo(t2) ~ Vo(tl ) - I c I(t2 - tl ) < Vo(t, ). (26) 
Thus, the new (moved) boundary Off(t2) lies entirely in the interior of the old f~(tl), cf. Lemma: 
8ff(t2) ~ f~(t~ ) (27) 
and is separated from 0ff(tt) by a band of the width (in terms of V-levels) 
Av0 = Vo(tl) - Vo(t2) >~ Ic I(t2 - tl). (28) 
Of  course, here c = c(6). Suppose now that (25) holds over the entire closed segment [to, tl]. Then 
c = const < 0 and by the same argument we obtain that the curve x(t) does not leave ~(t0), in finite 
time At = t I -  to crosses the band between Off(to) and Of(ts), enters the interior f2(tfl at a moment  
t = ty+ 0 and stays there for a sufficiently small interval (ty, t f+ E), E > 0. I f  in addition 
VV dx ~t)~m(9) dt < 0 (29) 
t~t[ 
where (29) is understood to hold every moment  t ~> ty when the curve touches the boundary Off(t~), 
then the curve x(t) is not leaving the closure ~(tf l  for all t ~> %. 
The f2±-set construction [10, 11, 20, 21] 
Consider the collection of all V-functions defined above. Given A = R", 0 = A and a function 
V(.), define the following constants and sets: 
v + = sup V(x) lx ~ OA 
f f+  = {x l  V(x) < v + } 
v-  = inf V(x)lx ~ 80 
f f -  = {x l  V(x) < v-  }. 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
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We assume that f~ is nonempty and that Fi l ippov solutions of  (3) exist and can be continued 
within the closure ~+ whatever the uncertainty c(.),  c(t)~ Cl U C~. 
Discard all V-functions for which either v - ~> v + or A g fl+, or 1"~ ~ 0. The remaining subset 
/7 which is assumed to be nonempty contains only those V(. for which the following inclusions 
hold: ~ c0cAc_~+.  (34) 
Denote the closed set 
C--0 =~+- f l  . (35) 
It is nonempty since 0 :~ A. 
The following proposit ion is an immediate generalization of the result proved in [10, 21]. 
Theorem 3. l 
Given 0 c A, x 0 = X(to) e 7( - 0 and a constant T, tj-- t o > T > 0, the solution x( . ,  x0, to) of (3) 
does not leave ~+,  enters ~-  not later than at the moment  t* = to + T and stays there, if there 
is a strategy P~ ~ and a function V e /7  such that for all (x, t)~ CO x [to, t t) the following 
condition is satisfied 
t2 + - -  U 
VVf(x,  t, c, u), u2) ~< < 0 (36) 
T 
where f(x,  t, c, uj, u2) is the function in (1) and (3) and c, ut, u2 are numbers generated by any 
realization of  c(t), u~(t), u2(t) corresponding to the uncertainty c(.),  c(t)e C.j U C2, and to the 
controls u~(.)~Pj(x, t ) ,P le:~l ,  and u2(.)eP2(x, t ) ,P2~2.  It is, of  course, sufficient, if (36) is  
satisfied for all numbers u2 c U2 and c e C (if C is known). 
Remark 3.2 
I f  one requires that (36) be satisfied for all numbers c, u~, u2 such that c ~ C, ut ~ U~, u2 ~ U2, then 
system (1) moves into the target iO regardless of controls and we have a kind of  spontaneous 
attraction. 
Proo/i The proof  is identical to that presented in [10, 21] and is, therefore, omitted. 
Remark 3.3 
One cannot substitute 0 for ~ in (35). 
As we shall see in the example, this theorem is sometimes inapplicable, so we need a different 
and somewhat more powerful tool. 
Suppose that (3) is defined over [t 0, ~]  and its solutions exist and can be continued as long as 
they are within the closure ~+ whatever the uncertainty c(.),  c(t)~ C1 U C2- This is assured, in 
particular, i f f (x ,  t, c, ut, u2) in (3) is uniformly bounded: 
[]f(x,t,c,  u j ,u2) J ]<k,  Yx~+,  Yt~[to, OV], Yc~C~UC'2,  Yu~Uj ,  Vu2~U~ (37) 
which we assume henceforth. 
Let x ( . ,  x 0, to), x0 ~ 7~ - ~, be a solution of (3) for some realization c( . )  of  the uncertainty and 
with controls u~(.), u2(.) formed in accordance with the strategies Pl(X, t)~ ~ and P:(x, t )~ :V~ 
chosen by the players. This solution generates a curve parameterized by t and is called a trajectory. 
Let t~ >i to be any moment  of time. 
Definition 3.1 
The function x( . ,  x I , tj) where Xl 
the entire [t~, ~).  
= x(fi, x0, to) is called a semi-trajectory, if it is defined over 
Remark 3.4 
Trajectory is the solution x( . ,  x0, to) of (3) which is assumed extendable in ~+. In general, it may 
leave 1") + or the game may be considered terminated upon arrival at 00 or 8~.  In these three cases 
trajectory is an arc of finite length and, according to Definition 3.1, does not contain semi- 
trajectories. 
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Let 9 c A and x0 = X(to) ~ T~ - 9 be given. Consider the function of five arguments: 
F(x, t, c, ut, u2) = VV ' f  (x, t, c, ul , u2) (38) 
where the entries have the same sense as in Theorem 3.1 and V V is the gradient of a chosen 
V-function. On trajectories of (3) the function F( . )  is identical to the total derivative of V: 
dV 
F(.)[13 ) = VV.g(x ,  t) = d~- (39) 
where g(x, t) is the function in (4). 
We note that in (39) x = x(t, xo, to) is the solution of (3) whereas in (38) x, t are free and we 
shall consider them in the set C--'0 × [to, ~)  = (~+ - f2 ) × [to, ~) .  
For an ~ ~> 0 we consider the set 
~,[t ,c( t ) ,u l ( t ) ,u2(t ) ]={xlxeCO, O>>,F[x,t,e(t),ul(t),u2(t)]>~-ot}~-C---O, t E It0, ~)  (40) 
where c(t),uj(t), u2(t) are values at the moment  t corresponding to any fixed realization of 
c(.),  ul(.), u:(.). Such a realization should be admissible, that is, c(t) E C" t U C" 2 or c(t) ~ C, if C is 
known; u,(.) ~ P~(x, t), P~ ~ ~t and u~(t) ~ Ut; uz(.) ~ P2(x, t), P2 ~ ~2 and u2(t) ~ U2. Denote the 
triplet [e(t), u~(t), u:(t)] = q(t) and let Q(t) be the set of all its admissible realizations. Then, instead 
of (40), we have a larger set: 
~ , ( t )= U fi,[t,q(t)]~_C~, tE [ t0 ,~) .  (41) 
q(t) E Q(t) 
Theorem 3.2 
Suppose there is a strategy P, ~ ~'~ and a function V ~ H such that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a) for all (x, t) E C--'-0 x [to, oo), every ut e P~(x, t) all c e E', U Cz (or c ~ C, if C is known) and all 
II 2 E U 2 
F(x, t, c, u~, uz) <~ 0; (42) 
(b) there exists an ~ > 0 such that the set f2,(t) contains no semi-trajectories of (3) in the 
sense that there is no (x~, t,)~C---0 × [to, ~)  such that for some admissible realization of 
q( . )  = [c(.), u~(.), uz(.)] ~ Q( . )  in (3) the solution x(t, xl, t,) ~ ~,(t) for all t ~ [fi, ~) .  
Then the solution x ( . ,  x0, to) of  (3) does not leave ~+ and there exists a positive uniformly 
bounded functional 
T[xo, to, c(.), ul(.), uz(.)] < M (43) 
such that for any fixed [c( . ) ,u l( . ) ,uz( . )]eQ(.)  and x0~X-9  we have 
x(t, Xo, to) E ~ ~_ 9 for all t ~ [to + T(xo, to), ~).  (44) 
Remark 3.5 
The sense of  the theorem is simply that under its conditions every solution reaches the target 
set 9 in finite time whatever x 0 ~ ~-  9 and q( . )~  Q(.) ;  having entered 9, a solution may leave it 
and then by the same theorem must enter 9 again in some finite time, etc., until it enters ~ ~_ 9 
at the moment  tM = to + T(xo, to)< to + M or earlier and stays there by (42). I f  the game is 
considered terminated upon arrival at &0 at some time t* < to + M, then the conditions of the 
theorem need not be checked for all t ~ [to, ~)  but only until arrival at c~0, whereby (b) is checked 
by establishing that every solution x ( . ,  x0, to) leaves ~( . )  in some finite time by virtue of equation 
(3) (see Section 5). 
Proq[~ Let c(.),  u,(.), u2(.) be any admissible realization, take any x0~ + -9  = ~-9  and 
consider the solution x( . ,  x0, to) of (3) which is well defined. Due to (39), (42) and to the properties 
of moving 92-surfaces, see (20)-(29), the solution does not leave ~+. If  for this solution 
dV/dt = F(.)[13 ~ ~< - /~ for all t ~ [to, ~)  where /3 = const > 0, then Theorem 3.1 applies whereby 
T=(v  ~-v  )/ /~and x(t, Xo, to )~ ~-9, not leavingS--  for all t~[ t0+T,~) .  
Assuming this is not the case because sup F(x, t, c, u,, uz) = 0 over the sets indicated in condition 
(a), we denote by (t;,ti'), i = 1,2 . . . . .  the intervals during which x(t, xo, to)~f~,(t) and such 
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that each (t;, ti') includes a moment  ~e( t ; ,  t;') when dV/dt 1>-~/2 .  Since f~(t)  contains no 
semi-trajectories of (3), so each t~' < oo. The moments  t; < ~ < ti' ~< t;+ ~ < ~+ ~ < ti'+ j ~< tf+, < • •. ,  
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  form a sequence such that 
lira t i '=  oo. 
Indeed, if all ti' ~ t '<  oo, then for all t e IF, oo) we would have dV/dt < -c~/2 so that appli- 
cation of  Theorem 3.1 with T~ = 2(v +-  v )/c~ would yield x ( t '+  T~, x0, to )e l i - - - -~ ,  proving 
Theorem 3.2. 
Thus, we have a denumerable set of intervals (t;, ti') such that 
dV 
0 />~=F( . ) I (3 ) ) -~ ,  ts(t~,ti'), i=1 ,2  . . . .  
dV ,=r, e . . . . .  
0>>.~ >>" 2' ~(t~,t~),  ,limt~-~ =oo.  (45) 
Let t; and ti' be the moments  of entry and exit, i.e. dV/dt = -c~ for t = tf and t = t~' [if x0 ~ f~(t0), 
then at the start we consider only the exit moment  t~']. For each [t;, t;'] there exist positive df, d~' 
such that within the segments 
we have 
whereby 
[t;, t; + d;l, [ti' - d;', ti'], 0 < d;, d;' < t~' - t; (46) 
c~ dV 
-2>~-d-t >~ -°t' t ~ Q) ([t;,t; + d;]U[t;'-di',t;']) (47) 
i 
dVdt ,=,;+d~=--dVdt ,=,;, a ; , -  72" (48) 
It is clear that all d;,di' are uniformly bounded from zero by some positive constant 
d= d[:~, V( . ) ,k]  >0,  where k is the constant in (37), i.e. 
d;>d, di'>d, i=1 ,2  . . . .  (49) 
for all x e l i  +, all c ~C~ tO C'2, all u~ ~ Ut, all uze U2, since the contrary would mean that dV/dt 
makes an instantaneous jump between -c~ and -c~/2 which by continuity of V V and of 
x ( . ,  x 0, to) would imply that (37) is violated. 
Now. integrating dV/dt over [t;/ti'] and making use of (46)-(49), we have strictly 
2( -2 )  d> V(t~')- V(t~) = V," -  V~ (50) 
so that 
AVi= V ; -  V ; '>~d,  i=1 ,2  . . . . .  (51) 
By construction (30)-(33), (35), the set C--0 = ~+- fZ  corresponds, in terms of V-levels, to the 
band 
A V = v + - v (52) 
which is covered by a finite number 
~+ m U 
N ~< - -  (53) 
~d 
of AVi (51). This means that there can be only a finite number,  not greater than N, of  intervals 
(45) so that a moment  Tsuch that all ti' ~< t '<  oo, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  l, / ~< N, must exist. We have proved 
that the solution x( . ,  x0, to) corresponding to any fixed realization of admissible c(.),  ut(.), u2(.) 
is in ~ not later than at the moment  
2(v + - v ) 
t =t'[xo, to, C(.),ua(.).u2(.)]+ T~, T j -  
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To conclude the proof, we have to note that, if the functional 
T( . )  = ? ( . )  + T, - to 
were not uniformly bounded with respect o x o, c(.), u~(.), u2(.) within their respective sets, then 
it would mean the existence of a sequence of elements x~ e ~+ - ~, cj(.), u~ e Pj, u~ e U2 for which 
~ oo as j~  0% implying that the number of intervals (45) tends to infinity, in contradiction with 
the above argument based on constancy and universality of a > 0, d > 0 for all x~, cj(.), u~ e P~, 
u~ e U2. 
Having entered ~ at the moment = to + T(xo, to), (44), or earlier, the solution cannot leave 
it due to condition (a) and in view of the properties of enclosed ~-sets (20b(29). [] 
4. CONTROL THEOREM FOR THE GAMES OF CLASS A 
For certain class of games with uncertainties, a stronger esult can be proved which applies, in 
particular, to many engineering systems with uncertainty in parameters. For such games the 
constant ct > 0 in the condition (b) of Theorem 3.2 can be replaced by ct = 0 (which is much easier 
to verify) though at the cost of obtaining unbounded capture times. 
Definition 4.1 
A realization of differential inclusion (3) corresponding to some c(.), ul (.), u2(.) is said to be of 
class A iff the resulting function g(x, t) of (4) is such that for every solution x( . ,  x0, to) of the 
equation 
dx 
=g(x , t ) ,  t>>-to, X ( to )=Xoe~-R ~ (54) 
and for any fixed 7 > to there is a sequence 
ct~>0, l im~,=0 
r~ 3c. 
such that there exists a sequence 
for which 
where 
r~=r~(x0, t0, i ,~ , )>0,  z,.+~>r~, s= l ,2  . . . . .  lira Ts=~ (55) 
S~35 
IIx(i,Xs, to ) -X( i+  zs, Xo, to)ll~<~s, s=1,2  . . . .  (56) 
x~=x(to+r~,xo,  to), s=l ,2  . . . .  (57) 
Definition 4.2 
Differential inclusion is said to be of class A iff the conditions of Definition 4.1 are fulfilled for 
all admissible c(.), u6.), u:(.). 
Definition 4.3 
The game is said to be of class A iff it is played over a subset of admissible c(.), ut (.), u2(.) for 
which the conditions of Definition 4.1 are satisfied. 
To combine all three cases and not to repeat he definitions, we shall speak also about the case 
when the systems (54) are of class A, with the understanding that such systems come from some 
game over a certain subset of controls. Such wording is expedient also because the results are of 
separate interest in the theory of differential equations. 
Definition 4.4 
If in the context of Definition 4.1 we can take ~ = 0, s = 1,2 . . . . .  in (56), then the system (54) 
is said to be of class A0. 
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Definition 4.5 
I f  in the context of  Definition 4. l we can take ~s = 0 and z~ = so, s = l, 2 . . . . .  with o = const > 0 
defined by the function g(x,  t) in (54) but independent of  x0, to, F, then the system (54) is said to 
be of  class A*. 
It is clear that 
A* _~ A0 -~ A. (58) 
Lemma 4.1 
The class A* is nonempty and contains, in particular, all stationary systems and all systems where 
g(x,  t) is periodic in t. 
Proof. For any g(x,  t) such that (54) is defined and its solutions are extendable, for any particular 
solution x( . ,  x 0, to) of  (54) and any 
x~ = x ( t l , xo ,  to), tt >~ to (59) 
we have 
x(t ,  xo, to )=X( t ,x~, t l ) ,  t >~tl>lto (60) 
since (60) describes one and the same solution. 
Let g(x,  t) in (54) be periodic in t with period o,  i.e. 
g(x , t )=g(x , t+co) ,  t/> to, co=const>0.  (61) 
Due to (61), the system (54) is invariant under the transformations 
t =t '+so ,  s= l ,2  . . . .  (62) 
which means that for such systems 
x(t ,  Xo, to) = x ( t  + so,  xo, to + sco) (63) 
describing solutions different with respect o time but giving one and the same trajectory in space 
(with shifts of  time). 
Combining (59), (60), (63), we have for some fixed s and t. = to + sco: 
x(t,  xo, to) = x(t,  xl ,  tl ) = x ( t  - so,  xt,  to). (64) 
Denoting t - so  = F, we obtain from (64): 
x(7+ so,  xo, to) = x(t ,  Xl, to), 7>~ tl - so  = to (65) 
where 
xl = x(t l ,  Xo, to) = x(to + so,  Xo, to) (66) 
which describes different solutions starting at the same time to from different points x0, Xl(S), 
s = 1, 2 . . . . .  and yielding different trajectories with the property (65). 
Since (65), (66) are valid for any s = 1, 2 . . . . .  so if we take r~ = so, then (56) holds with ~ = 0 
which completes the proof  for periodic g(x,  t). Noting that for stationary g = g(x)  one can take 
any co = const > 0 in the above argument, the Lemma is proved. [] 
Remark  4.1 
It is clear from (57), (56) that, if solutions of  a system S in (54) are periodic in t with a period 7, 
then S ~ A*. Indeed, taking ~ = ST, we have by (57), (56): 
x~ = X(to + sT, Xo, to) = X(to, x0, to) = x0 = const, 
xU,  x .  to) - x (7  + s~, xo, to) = x(7, Xo, to) - x(7, Xo, to) = o. 
However, for S e A* solutions do not have to be periodic, as shows the following example. 
Example  4.1 
dx 
St '~=l+cost ,  t >1 to, X( to)=Xo.  
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Its solution x(t, x o, to) = t + sin t + x o -- to - sin to; let t~ = 2ns, s = i, 2 . . . .  , then 
x~= x(to+ t~,Xo, to) =27zs +Xo, x('[,xs, to ) -X(F+ t~,xo, to) 
=/ '+ sin i+  2zs + Xo - to - sin to - ( [+  2ns + sin i+  Xo - to - sin to) = 0. 
Thus, S~ ~ A* although x(t )  is not periodic. 
It is interesting and important hat, in fact, classes A*, Ao, A do not coincide: A* :~ A o :~ A. Let 
us denote by G the general class of  systems in (54) such that g(x, t) satisfies only standard 
conditions of  existence, unicity and extendability in ~+. 
Lemma 4.2 
Strictly: A* = A 0 = A = G. 
Proof. It is sufficient to provide examples, which we offer by the following scalar systems. 
Example 4.2 
dx x 
- t~>t0>0,  x( to )=xo.  $2: dt t '  
Its solution x(t, x o, to) = Xot/to, and x, = (Xo/to) (to + ts). Let as, s = 1, 2 . . . . .  be any sequence 
such that 
~,>0,  l im~=0,  
s ~ : t3  
then according to (56) we should have: 
Ix(7, x , , to ) -X(F+ t,,Xo, tol= Xo(to+ ts ) -X° (F+ t,) 
to 
F t~ Ixlto Ixolt__o_ i+-  / ' -  - - -~- ( t - - t , , ) t ,~<cg,  s= l ,2 ,  
= tot ,  - - . . . .  
Since ~ > to and 
lim~, = 0 
s~o~ 
it is clear that there is no sequence v, as specified in (55), i.e. g+ t > r ,  
lim g = m, 
and such that (56) be satisfied. Thus, $2¢ A although $2 E G. 
Example 4.3 
dx x 
• - t ~>to>0, x( t  o )=x o. $3 dt t '  
Its solution x(t, Xo, to) = (Xoto)/t, and x, = (Xoto)/(t o+ t~). 
(a) Let ~, = 0, s = 1, 2 . . . .  in (56). Then we should have for some {t~}: 
xol o Xoto 
x(E x~, 6 , ) -  x (F+ t~,Xo, to) = - 
t(to + t , )  7+t~ 
Xoto [to(F + t~) - / ' ( to  + t,)] xoto(to - 7)t~ 
7(to + t~) (7+ g)  - t-(to + r~) (F+ r,) 
which is not possible for 7 > to and xo :~ O, whatever ~ > O. This means that $3 ¢ Ao. 
(b) Let :~,, s = 1,2 . . . . .  be a sequence such that ~, > 0, 
l im ~ = O. 
=0,  
{ a. Mg.  A I~1~ 
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Then,  accord ing  to (56) we should  choose {~,} such that  we have: 
= _ xot~ _Xoto_ Ixolto(/'- to)r~ 
I x (£x" t° ) - ' `c ( / -+z"x° ' t¢ ) ) [  t(to + r,)  t+r ,  /'(to + r,)  (/- + r,)  ~<7~, s=l ,2  . . . .  
(to+~,,)(7+~) IXolto'(F-to) >~ , s= l ,2  . . . .  
to/- Ixol t,,. (7 -  to) 
- -+r ,~> to -~ s=1,2  . . . . .  
This inequal i ty  determines  a choice of  {r,} and it is c lear that z ,= r,(Xo, to, ~,~,) and we can 
a lways choose I t ,}  accord ing  to (55), i.e. r, > 0, r,+ ~> r, and 
automat ica l ly  since 
lira r, = c,.J 
l im :~, = 0.  
Thus,  $3 e A a l though S 3 ~ Ao. 
Example 4.4 
d.`c 
S4:d-t  =s in t+tc°s t '  t >~to>lO, X(to)=Xo. 
Its so lut ion x(t, Xo, to) = t sin t + x o - to sin t o and x~ = (t o + r~)sin(to + z~) + x0-  to sin t(,. 
Let :~-  0, s = 1, 2 . . . . .  in (56). Then we should have for some {~,}: 
x( / ,  x,,  to) - x (7+ ~,, xo, to) =/ -s in / '+  (to + r,.)sin(to + r~) 
+ Xo-  2to sin to - [(t-+ ~',)sin(7 + r,) + .,c o - to sin t()] = 0 
whence: 
4~ =({  + r~)sin(-t+ z~) - ( to+ ~)sin(to+ r~)= i s in -{ - tos in to=a( -{ , to )=const ,  s=1,2  . . . .  
Case 1 
Let z~ = suJ, s = 1, 2 . . . . .  where co > 0 is some constant ,  independent  of  xo, to, 7, accord ing  to 
Def in i t ion 4.5. Then we should have f rom the last equal i ty:  
q5 (to, 7, soo ) = (7 + sco)sin(t- + .s'~o ) - (to + sco )sin(to + s~o ) = a = const,  s = I. 2 . . . .  
Subt ract ing  this f rom 0(to,  7, k~eg)= a, k > s, we obta in:  
AqS,k(~o ) = ( / -+ ko))sin(T + k~o) - (T+ sco)sin(/. + so)) - (to + kto)sin(to + k~l~) 
+(t,~+seJ)sin(6)+s~9)=O for all s,k  
and every fixed to and t '>  t,. 
If  ~,9 = 2nn, n = integer, this simplif ies as fol lows: AqS~k(27rn) = 2nn(k - s) ( s in / - -  sin to), which 
is non-zero,  if  s in/ -  # sin to, so that (o = 2rcn does not  fit. 
If  (o # 2~zn, then A0~k(~) )=0 gives an equat ion  for co = o( to ,  /-, s, k)  and this dependence 
cont rad ic ts  the constancy  ~.o = const  whatever  to, ~ x0, s, k (see Def in i t ion 4.5). This  means that 
for r, = .sv~, ~,) = const  > 0, the (56) with 7~ = 0 cannot  hold,  thus, $4¢ A*. 
C(l,'¢¢. ~ ~. 
Let us not  restr ict r, to a mul t ip le  of  o0 and cons ider  the equat ion  for r:  
O(t,,, 7, r )  = ( / -+ ~)s in ( i+  ~) - (to + r)sin(to + r )  
7 -  to ( /- + to~ 
= [ / ' s in ( / '+  r )  - to sin(to + z)] + 2r sin ~ -  cos \ r  + ~- )  
/ 
=/ 's in / '  - to sin t~) = const.  
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Suppose 7 - to :~ 27zn where n is an integer. Then the second term of the equation oscillates about 
zero as z--* ~ with variable amplitude 2~ s in ( / ' -  t0)/2 which tends to infinity as r ~ ~;  the bracket 
oscillates about some constant b(t0,/') with a constant amplitude not greater than t-+ to; the 
right-hand side is a constant. This by the continuity of  qS(z) implies that as z~ and beginning 
from some sufficiently big ~o the above equation has a monotonical ly increasing sequence of 
solutions for r .  s = 1,2 . . . . .  which constitutes a sequence (55) for every fixed to, t, t ~ to + 2gn, 
with ~, = 0, s = 1, 2 . . . . .  in (56). 
I f  7 = to + 2rtn where n is an integer, then the second term is identically zero and the equation 
simplifies as follows: 
~b(t0, to + 2gn, ~) = 2rtn sin(to + r)  = 2gn sin to 
which has the solutions r, = 2rrs, s = 1, 2 . . . . .  yielding the required sequence (55) in the case to >/0, 
t" = to + 2rtn, n = integer. 
This proves that $4 e A0 although S 4 ~ A*. The Lemma 4.2 is therefore established. [] 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 apply to general games which result in systems (54) of the general class 
G. Theorem 3.1 assures that a game started at to in ~ -~ reaches ~7 not later than after a period 
T specified beforehand, under the condition of uniform negativity dvo/dt <~ c(A, 0, T) < 0. Theorem 
3.2 relaxes this condition to the non-posit ivity condition dvo/dt <<, 0 with an additional b-condition, 
at the cost of reaching ~7 at an unspecified but uniformly bounded [with respect to all xo e 7i - ~7 
and all admissible c(.),  u~(.), u2(.)] terminal time, with the resulting systems (54) still in G. It is 
clear that if we restrict the class of games to those resulting in systems (54) of classes A, Ao, A*, 
then the conditions on V(x) can be further relaxed and, in view of  Lemma 4.2, those conditions 
in each class will be different. Consider such games that the resulting system (54) is of  class A (not 
necessarily of class Ao or A*). 
Theorem 4. l 
I f  the system (54) is of  class A and there is a function V e /7  such that for all (x, t) e C--0 × [to, oe) 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) 
(b) the equality 
VV.g(x,  t) <~ 0 (67) 
AV.g(x,  t) = 0 (68) 
is valid only at points of a set f~(t)  _ C-'0, t e [to, zo), see (41) that contains no semi-trajectories 
of (54), then there exists T(xo, to) > 0 such that 
x(t, xo, to )e~ c_0 for all x0e~ +-0  and all t e [ t0+ T(xo, to), oo). (69) 
Remark 4.2 
Since g(x, t) in (54) corresponds to some realization of c(.) ,  u~(.),u2(.) in (3) and since we 
consider different realizations yielding systems of class A, so it is clear that for each fixed xo, to 
the time T is a functional defined on a subset of  c (.), u~(. ), u2(.) yielding systems of class A in (54). 
Proq/~ Take any x0 ef]+ - iq and consider the solution x( . ,  xo, to) which by virtue of (67) does 
not leave ~+ and, by general assumption, is extendable in 1"1 + for all t >I to. 
The function v0(.) given by 
Vo(t) = V[x(t, xo, to)] (70) 
is non-increasing since its derivative 
dvo _ V V" dx ~54) (4) dt ~ =VV.g(x , t )  40.  (71) 
There are two possibilities: either there exists t < oo such that Vo(t )=  v , in which case 
x(t , xo, to) e ~ c ~ so that (69) holds for all t e [t , oo), by virtue of  (67), and the theorem is 
proved, or such a t does not exist. In the latter case Vo(t)>v for all t ~> to and, as a 
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non-increasing function, Vo(t) tends to a limit: 
lim v0(t) = r* (72) 
Obviously, v*=v*(xo)>~v and the above Remark 4.2 applies to r* as well. 
Consider a sequence r, > 0, s = 1,2 . . . . .  to be specified later, and corresponding sequence x, of 
(57). For the case in question x, ¢iO. 
Being bounded in ~+, the sequence x, has an accumulation point x*E  ~+ and one can extract 
a subsequence {x,} ~ {x,}, k = sk, converging to this point as k--+vc: 
lira xk = x*. (73) 
By continuity of  V(.) and due to (70), (72), we have 
V(x*) = r* (74) 
Consider the solution x( . ,  x*, to) and the function v(*(.): 
defined for this solution. 
Due to condition (a), 
v*(t )  = V[x(t ,  x*, t,))], t/> t,> (75) 
dr*  _ VV. dx 54) t) (4) dt ~-  -- VV .g(x, ~< 0. (76) 
Furthermore,  due to (b), the equality 
dr*  
-0  (77) 
dt 
does not occur along an entire semi-trajectory corresponding to x (., x*, t,). This implies that thcrc 
exists F< * such that for t =/"  
dr'(* 
< 0, (78) 
dt 
and by continuity there exists { > 0 such that (78) holds over the entire interval (F -  { , / -+ ~). As 
a consequence, we have 
u~* (F) = i;((~z, }, x*) < r* (79) 
for some F> to, and this inequality is valid whatever [r,] and x* on which F may depend. 
By continuity with respect to xo, for any ~1 > 0 there is an L ( r / )< "~ such that 
[[x(T,x*,to)-x(7, x~,to)[[ <q for all k >L(q) .  (80) 
Due to the continuity of V(.) and in view of (73), (75), (79), (80), we have 
lim V[.v(7, .v~, t0)] = E. (81) 
k • / 
Now, the game is assumed to produce systems of class A, so by Definition 4.1 we have that therc 
exists a sequence r, = T,(Xo, t0, 7, c~,) > 0 of (55) such that (56) holds with 
:~,>0, lim : t ,=0,  
i.e. 
]J.,c(7, x,, t(,) - . v ( f+  r,, x(,, t,))1[ ~ :~,. s = I, 2 . . . .  (82) 
Taking these sequences z,, .¥, and corresponding subsequences Irk } e It, I, )~-xk I ~ Ix, }, x~--+x* as 
k--+~_, we obtain from (70), (82), in view that V(. )c  C J on <_/_~ • and, thus, is Lipschitzian in /) 
with a constant L,, > 0: 
v0(F+~:,)= V[x(F+~,,xo, to)], ]V[x(F+~,,xo, to)]- V[x(7,.v,,t,))]]<~L,~,, s=1,2  . . . .  (83) 
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so that by virtue of (81), (83), and due to 
lim 
we have 
=0,  
lim v0(t+ rk) = lira V[x(-{, xk, to)] = ~ < v* (84) 
zk~l  k~ z 
which contradicts the existence of a limit v* in (72). 
This contradiction proves that under the conditions of the theorem there always exists some 
t <msuchthatx ( t  ,x0, t0 )•a f2  c #, so that (69) holds for all t e [t -, m)  since there is no escape 
from ~ by virtue of (67). This proves the theorem whereby T = t -[x 0' t 0, c(.) ,  ul(.), u2(.)] - to and 
no universal bound for T( . )  can be given. []  
5. CASE STUDY 
Consider a symmetric differential game of a linear oscillator with uncertain rigidity of  its spring 
and uncertain but infinitely precise relays in its control system: 
dx 
~ + cx = ut + u> 5~ = ~,  t >10 (85) 
x(0) = 2(0) = 0 (thus, X0 = {0, 0} is a singleton) (86) 
J[c, Ul(.), u2(.)] = t*[e, uff.), u2(.)]~ in f  sup (87) 
UlEP  I u2~P~ 
where t* is the first moment  when x(t*,  O, O, O) eiq. The unknown rigidity c = const is such that 
--1 ~<c~< 1. (88) 
The sets U~, U2 are given as follows: 
lui l~<M,,Mi known, i=1 ,2 ;  M I>M2>~I .  (89) 
Playing region N and target 0 c 7~ in the phase plane (x, 2) are as follows (see Fig. 1): 
,~ = {x, ¢~ Ix 2 + ~2 ~< 4} (90) 
= {x, :~ I(x - 2)2+ ?~2 ~< 1} cA .  (91) 
The Problem is to find strategies PL e ~,  P2 • 22 yielding the controls u~ • P~, u2 • P2 subject to 
(89) and such that systems (85)-(87) arrive at i7 in some finite time t*, not specified beforehand, 
for all c • [ -  1, 1], we call this part of the prob lem- - " termina l  control problem";  furthermore, ul, u2 
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should be t ime--opt imal  with respect o (87) in some limited sense specified below, i.e. over certain 
subclasses P* c P~, P* c P2 of  strategies obtained in the solution of  terminal control problem 
Remark  5.1 
It is clear that procedures based on the Isaacs-Bellman equation or on the maximum principle 
are inapplicable to the case, not because of lack of  regularity but due to a new kind of  problem 
with uncertainty in dynamics for which those methods were not devised. Indeed, system (85) is a 
generalization of  the famous example .# = u treated in many books on optimal control (see, for 
example [26; 27, pp. 227, 270 280; 28, pp. 217 222]). This example is a special case of  the above 
system for c = 0, u2 = 0, [x(0), 2(0)] = (x0, %) # 0, O = {0] and its complete solution via the 
maximum principle is given by two families of  parabolas in the phase plane. Denoting in (85) 
x = x~, 2 = x, and assuming all regularity conditions and the existence of all sufficiently smooth 
functions we may need, we can write H = 0~x_, + 02( -  cx + u~ + u2) whence the adjoint equations 
are ~ = c~02, ~2 = -0~,  or equivalently ~'2 + c02 = 0. Linearity of  H with respect to ut, u~ leads 
to the following minimax intercept ime strategies: 
{ M, if 02>0 {- -M2 if 02>0 
u l= --Mi  if 02<0'  u2= M~ if 0~ <0"  
The same strategies follow from the Isaacs equation 
min max/~ = rain max [(?W ~W ] 1 ,,, .~ . . . . .  ~ U?x~X2+~?x~ (-cx'+u'+u~) 
where W(x~,  x~, c) is the value function which is supposed to exist for each fixed c e [ -  1, 1]. Here 
H, 01, 02 correspond to - /~ ,  -~W/~x~,  - ( ?W/?x2 .  Now, since 02 = 02(c, t), so the switching 
curve q~(x~, x2, c) = 0 (composed in the example _# = u by two halves of  different parabolas passing 
through the origin) in our case depends on c e [ -  1, 1] which is uncertain, so that 4) is unknown 
and cannot be used by players. They look rather for "good"  strategies for any c e [ -  I, 1] which 
by this same reason cannot be optimal in the classical sense. Furthermore, if we take into account 
relay uncertainties as considered below, then on a switching curve the motion may stop or relay 
dither may cause system breakdown. Hence, contrary to the classical minimum time solution for 
2 = u where motion is first steered onto the switching curve and then moves along it to the origin, 
in our case the aim is not to get onto such a curve in order to avoid a stop or system breakdown. 
There is also a technical difficulty. In formulation of  optimality problems, the equations of  motion 
are usually included as a constraint upon the set of admissible controls. This makes the solution 
more complex, since hitting the target does not always come automatically with an optimal strategy 
as in the above example 2 = u, 0 = {0}. In our case where the classical notion of optimality is 
inapplicable, we first solve the terminal control problem and then try to optimize strategies in 
certain sense. 
Let us concentrate on steering the system into 0. Take the function 
V = (x - 2) 2 + 22 (92) 
Define the level constants and sets (Fig. 1): 
r+= max V= V( -4 ,0 )=36 (93) 
v, ~e?k  
f~+ = {x, 21V = (x -- 2) 2 +.,~2 < 361, (94) 
r~ = rain V=I ,  (V=I  =const  on c?0) (95) 
~, ' ;e?0  
f~ ={x ,  21V=(x-2)2+22<1},  (96) 
C---0=~* - f~  ={x,  211~< V=(x-2)  2+22~<36}. (97) 
The curves L~, L2 on Fig. I correspond to 7 = 1/2 (see the sequel) and arc defined as follows: 
L , : (x -~)~+,~-~=(~)  -' fo r~ '= '2 ,  , .=- I ;  
L~: (x I -2 - -  4 " '  ~/ + ~x- I for )' i . - _  . = =5,  c=l .  
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Remark 5.2 
We took such V in (92) that fl- =0,  to decrease the intercept time although it is not 
necessary that Q = 0. Also, we could have taken instead of (94) such ~,  that it be congruent 
= -+ {x,. ,~lv (x 2 ) -~+x-~ v(-6.o)}, with ~-  and contain x~ (0, 0) and O, for example, f t , = = - 
V( -6 ,  O) = ( -6  - 2)-" = 5 [ /16 ,  i f  6 = 1 /4  > 0, as shown by the dotted circle. 
The total derivative of V on the trajectories of (85) is 
dV I-dr {ss}=2(x - -2 )2+222=222- -42-2cx2+2: i (u '+u ' ) ; -  (98) 
/ 
due to 2(0)-= O, we have 
dV I =0 
dt ,={~ 
for all c, u.(.), u2(.), thus Theorem 3.1 is inapplicable. 
Remark 5.3 
If we take ~=~+,  then No ,and  by (13) we can take B=(0,36] .  The conditions l* 3* as 
well as the conditions v - < v + and (25) (here ~- = 0 c A c fP  ) are satisfied. 
We are playing the game for Player 1, so V(x, 2) by (92) is his V-function. Taking its derivative 
(98) along trajectories of(85), Player 1 realizes that the most unfavorable strategy that may be used 
against him in (98) to avoid ~ is 
u2 = M2~(2) (99) 
so Player 1 plays against his strategy (99) and he does not need to know what strategy is actually 
applied by Player 2. 
Here we have introduced a new special function ¢(z). 
Definition 5. I 
Given any t/0 > 0, a function ~,(z) is called uncertain relay of finite precision 710, if 
I 
+l  for z > t/, 
~,(z)= ___1 if Izl~<r/, q0~>r/>0 (100) 
1 fo rz  < - t /  
where the value of q e(0, q0] and the occurrence of +1 or -1  are uncertain and cannot be 
determined or assigned in any way. 
Definition 5.2 
If in Definition 5.1 one can assign q0 arbitrarily small, that is, if there exists a limit 
lira ~(z) = ~(z), 
t t~0 
then the function ~(z) is called infinitely precise uncertain relay with the notation: 
f 
+l  for z >0 
~(z)= +_1 if z=0 (101 
-1  for z <0.  
Here there is no uncertainty in the value of 31 as in (100) but the occurrence of + 1 or - 1 Is 
still uncertain and unassignable in any way. In fact, we have postulated the independence of two 
uncertainties and the legality of the limit operation with respect o t/-uncertainty as r/40, meaning 
the continuity of ~,(z) in t/ at the point i/ = 0. The functions ~,(z) and ~(z) represent models of 
relays under unpredictable disturbances that cause instability of the switching regime. 
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Note 5.1 
It should be emphasized that 
f 
+l ,  
( (z)  ~ sign z = 0, 
--], 
i f z  >0 
i f z  =0 
i f z  <0.  
Let us consider two determin&tic functions 
(Io2) 
{_ +1' if-~>~0 f +1 '  if z>0 (103) 
vl(z)= 1, if_- <0 '  v~(z)= -1 ,  i f z~<0 
Due to uncertainty in the occurrence of  + l  or -1  [and in r/ for (100)], the writings such as 
a{(z) + b((z) = (a + b)((z), ( (z)  + ((z)  = 2((z)  
are illegal, and each time a new uncertain relay depending on the same or different argument is 
introduced, it should be indexed by a different subscript, meaning that (j(z) and (2(z) given by the 
same formula (101) are not identical: (~(z)~ (2(z). In particular, 
f 
+2 for z >0 
( l ( z )+(2(z )= 2 or0 ,  o r -2 ,  if z=0 (104) 
-2  for z <0 
as contrasted with deterministic functions (103) that obey the formulas [see (102), (103)]: 
v,(z)+vi(z)= 2vi(z ), i=1 ,2  
vl(z) + v2(z) = sign z 
f !~a b, if z>0 avl(z) + bv~(z) = b, if z = 0 -b ,  i f z  <0,  
Concentrat ing on termination in 0 and without regard, for the moment,  to the value of the 
functional (87), Player 1 chooses the control 
u~ = 2 - 2x~(x.~?) - (M, + 7)G(:¢), 7 = const > 0 (105) 
which represents, in fact, his deterministic stationary (non set-valued) strategy P~(x,.¢c), 
u~ = P~(x, .¢c), clearly, admissible and depending on a constant parameter 7 > 0 to be chosen later. 
With the controls (99), (105) and due to (98), we have 
V V'g(.)l(99}.{,05)= 211 - c - 2ff(xx)]x:~ + 2~?[M2~2(~) - (M2 + y)G(~)] ~< 0 (106) 
for all c, Icl~< 1, all ~ >0 and all (x , .? )e  C--0, with the equality only, if.,~ =0.  
Here, in accordance with Note 5.1, we have changed the notation for (2 in (99) since ( and (, 
are already occupied in (105). 
Since system (85), the parameter  uncertainty and the controls ut, u2 are all stationary, so for every 
realization of the uncertainties in c, (, (~, (2 the resultant systems are all stationary, all belong to 
the class A* and, therefore, Theorem 4.1 applies. We assume thereby that the occurrence of the 
values + 1 or - 1 taken by (, ff~, (2 as z = 0 is stationary in the sense that it may depend on the 
relay construction and implementation, on the system as a whole, even on the direction of the 
crossing of the switching surface z = 0 by its trajectory, but not on time. 
Thus, to assure termination in ~, it remains to check that the set (see Fig. !): 
f~0(.) = {x, A Ix ~ ( -6 ,  1) 13 (3, 4], A = 0} c C-'0 (107) 
does not contain the entire semi-trajectories of  the system (85) with controls (99), (105) for an), 
realization of the uncertainties in c, (, (~, (2. 
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It is clear that (99) is the worst case for Player 1 in view of his V-function (92) with dV/dt by 
(98). However, Player 2 may try to deviate from such a straightforward (honest) game by 
attempting to force the system out of the class A*. 
Leaving those cases for future research, we assume that the class :~ of admissible strategies 
P2(x, Yc, t) e ~2 for Player 2 is such that for any control u, e P~ the system (85) remains tationary 
or periodic or, at least, of the class A. Under this assumption any control u, ~ P, different from 
(99) will only speed up the contraction of cqf~(t) and, thus, the arrival in fJ. if this arrival is possible 
under the controls (99), (105). As a consequence, we have to investigate the motion of (85) with 
controls (99), (105) and to determine the suitable intervals of ? in (105). 
Equation (85) with (99), (105) takes the form: 
.# = qi(x, :~,c) = - cx  + 2 - 2x¢(x2) - (M: + 7 )¢,(-¢) + M2~2( - ;c )  • (108) 
At the initial point x (0 )= 2(0)= 0 the function 
05(0, 0, c) = 2 - (m2 +/)¢~(0) + M2~2(0) (109) 
does not depend on c e [ -  1, 1] and may take on the value 4) = 0 only if ",, = 2, ¢~(0) = ¢:(0) = I 
which is easy to see noting that M2 >/1 and 7 > 0. In this case the initial state presents an 
equilibrium point: x(t, O, 0.0) = O, t >~ O. Hence, the value "; = 2 should be excluded. 
In all other cases 4)(0, 0,c) takes on either negative or positive values depending on a realization 
of ¢~(0), if2(0) and on the values of M2 and 7- This means that the state x(t, 0, 0, 0) at t = +0 will 
be pushed out of the origin into the third or the first quadrant, that is, there exist r > 0, 8 > 0, 
such that 
either 
or  
x(r, 0 ,0 ,0 )=x~<0,  .¢(z,O,O,O)=Yc,<O, (x~,2~)~N,~ (110) 
x(r,O,O,O)=x~>O, 2(r, 0,0,0)=.¢~>0, (x~,2~)eN,s (111) 
where 
N,> = {x, 21x ~ + 2 2 < 82 ,8 > 0}. (112) 
The possible outcome of (110) necessitates the consideration of (107) and ~+ starting from -8  
and not from zero. 
Consider the lower and upper halves of N~: 
N,~ = {x, 2 l (x ,X)eN, , ,  2 <0} (113) 
N Z = {x, 2[(x, 2)6N,, ,  2 >0}. (114) 
Since (109) is valid only at t =0 and ceases to exist when t e(0, p), p >0,  so r, 8 and N,, in 
(110)-(114) may be considered arbitrarily small. Taking this into account and dropping terms 
containing x in (108), we have 
~(x, 2, c )>O for (x, 2 )6  
05(x, 0, c) > 0 for x eN,~, 
05(x,X-,c)>0 for (x, 2 )~N +, c 
The inequality (115) means that the motion 
region where 2 > 0 intersecting the axis .? = 0 
into N6 because of (116). 
The inequality (I 17) means that, taking any 
(117) is valid so that the motion x(t, x~, 2~, ~) 
for some small p > 0. As a consequence, for 
N,~, c6[ -1 ,1 ]  and 7>0 (115) 
ce[ - l , l ]  and 7~(0 ,2 - f l ]  (116) 
e [ - l ,1 ]  and 7e(0 ,2 - /~] ,  f l>0  (117) 
x(t, x~, 2;) is being pushed up, out of N6 into the 
on which it cannot stop or be reflected backwards 
small fl > 0, we can choose 8 = 8(fl) > 0 such that 
stays in the region 2 > 0 at least for t ~(z , r  +p)  
the values y e (0, 2) we have to consider only the 
motions x(t, x~, 2~, r) with (x~, 2~) ~ N,~, ~ e (0, p) where p > 0 may be arbitrarily small. The values 
y >/2 are to be rejected since then in (1 17) 05 (6, 8, c) < 0 that causes relay dither (see later). By the 
continuity with respect o initial data (x~, .'~, r) which is valid for systems with relays under proper 
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continuation procedure yielding continuous (but not of C t ) trajectories, we can study in the region 
.'~ > 0 the trajectories corresponding to zero initial conditions and + i relay realizations in (108): 
(x~,-L, r) = (0, 0, 0), ~(x.':) = ~,(.,:') = ~2(-'() = + 1 (118) 
which will all be uniformly close to a trajectory starting from (x:,.(~, r) with (x~,.(~)6N[, 
r ~ (0, p), and ~(xk) = - I ,  if.v~ ~<0 or ~(x.(') = + I, if x: >~0, over any finite period of time [0, Y]. 
The starting value of ~(xk) = _+ l, ifx~ ~< 0, is of no importance since, if.v~ 4 0. :/~ ~> ~ > 0, r 6 (0, p ) 
with p > 0 arbitrarily small, then x(t, x~, +~, r) is being pushed into the positive quadrant with + 1 
relay realizations (118) in an arbitrarily small period of time. 
For trajectories of (118), we have due to (108) and considering only ;, 6(0, 2): 
. f+(c+2)x=2-7 ,  t~>0, x (0)=_?(0)=0,  ";6(0,2),  c6[ -1 ,1 ] .  (119) 
F-- -  - ~//,r 
Denotec+2=co-,co=x/c+2~[l ,  3]~ for c~[ - I , I ] ,  then the solutions of(l19) are: 
v_~, 2_  7 
x=~( l -coscot ) ,  . i - -  sin cot, t >0 (120) 
6, )  - CO 
and ellipses are their corresponding trajectories. Player I is interested in obtaining the intersection 
of such an ellipse with 80 before its intersection with the axis .(~ = 0. This yields the system to 
examine: 
f (2  ,/)~[ c+,  ]2 (2_7)2  - -~ 1 + _'?~ -- c6 [ - -1 ,  I] (121) 
77+5 -"5 7 , ,+2 
(x - 2) 2 + _'(2 = 1. ~122) 
Here (121) represents trajectories of (120) obtained by eliminating t, and (122) is equation of the 
boundary 80. Eliminating 5: in (121), (122), we come to the equation 
(c + I).v2 + 27 x 3=0,  c 6 [ -1 ,  I]. (123) 
Since intersection with 80, if any, occurs for some x > 0, so we take only positive root of ( 123 ) 
which is 
x* = .v*(c, 7) = x /72+3(c  + 1) -7  for c 6 ( -1 ,  1] (124) 
c+l  
x*( - -1 ,7 )=3= lim x* (c , , ' ) .  
27 , -  
125) 
The intersection actually occurs, if for x* of (124), (125) we have by (122): 
.(.,2 = 1 - (x* - -  2 )  2 >~ 0. (126) 
Substituting (125) into (126) and solving for 7 the resulting inequality, we obtain: 
7 611/2, 3/2] for c=- I .  (127) 
Substituting (124) into (126) and examining the resulting inequalities for every c 6 ( -  1, 1], one 
can see that .?*(c,7) has real values for all c 6 ( -  1, 1] iff 7 = 1/2. In view of  (127), we obtain that 
the only value of  7 good for any c 6 [ -  1, 1] is 
7= 1/2. (128) 
It is instructive that, if parameter uncertainty had smaller bounds, we would have obtained an 
interval for 7 good for any c within those smaller bounds. For example, if ]el ~< 1/2 in (85), then 
the same analysis shows that any 7 such that 
76(0,3/4] ,  for any c 6 [ -1 /2 ,1 /2] ,  (129) 
guarantees termination in 0 with at the most two relay switchings in N,~. 
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With ¢ ~ [ -  l, l] and 7 = 1/2, Player 1 obtains the worst-case (99) trajectories in the shaded area 
in Fig. I. Let us see what happens, if 7 ~(0,2), 7 # 1/2. Taking 2 =0 in (121), we obtain: 
2(2 - 7) 
2(c, ?) = - -  c ~[ -1 ,  I]. (130) 
c+2 ' 
Since trajectories are ellipses with diameters on the x-axis, so they intersect fl0, if such event occurs, 
at the right angle and at the moment independent of 7 and equal, due to (130), (120): 
x /~- -~ e ,~ for c e [ - - I ,  I]. (131) 
Once upon the x-axis within ~{}, the right-hand side of the equation (108) has again to be 
examined. Now we have instead of (109): 
4} {2, 0, c) = - c2 + 2 - 22~ (0) - (M2 + ? )& (0) + M2~2(0). ( 132) 
First intersection of the x-axis, if any, is given by (130), which yields after substitution into (132): 
2(2 - 7 ) 
q5 t = 2 - [c + 2((0)] (M2 + 7)~(0) + M2~2(0). {133) 
c+2 
I f  it happens that in (133) (& &, ~2)= ( I , -  ] , -  I), then q~ = -2  + 37; thus, for 7= 2/3 we 
have qh = 0 and 2(c, 2/3) = 8/3(c + 2) ~ [8/9, 2 2/3] as c ~ [I, - I] which means that with 7 = 2/3 
complete stop occurs within [8/9, I) for c ~ [I, 2/3) and within (2, 2 2/3] for c~ [ - I ,  -2/3).  
It follows from the above analysis that for ? ~(0,2), 7 # I/2, there always exist certain 
~ [ -  I, I], such that the motion is in Q0 with corresponding 2((, 7) ~ D.0 -- (0, I) U (3, 4) given 
by (130). Suppose that complete stop by 4h =0 at the point (2,0) does not occur. Then the 
motion can be pushed either up (if q~ > 0) or down (if ~b~ < 0) and both events do occur for 
some realizations of uncertainties (e.g. as above for 7 = 2/3 __+ p, p > 0 small). By continuity, 
for t E IT, t '+z) ,  r >0,  the motion remains in a q-neighborhood N , (2 )= {x, 21(x -2)2+ 
22<q2, q >0} of the point (2,0), where z,q may be considered arbitrarily small. Consider 
~b(x, 2, c) of (I08) for x -- 2, 2 = +_~/. We have 
4(2, q ,c )=2- (c+2)2-7=-2+7<0 fo rTs (O,  2) (134) 
thus, 
q~(2, - t / ,  c )= 2 - (c  -2))?  +7 e[2+2 +7,  2+ 32 +y]  for c e [+ l ,  -1] .  
~b(2, -r / ,c)>~2 fo rce[ -1 ,1 ] ,  2>0,  ~,>0. (135) 
The inequality (134) is valid for any x :~ 2, x ~ N,(2) for t/ sufficiently small. Indeed, if we take 
such x that Ix - 2[ < r/~< (2 - y)/(c + 2), then for anyfixed7 ~(0, 2) (134) is valid for all x ~ N,;(2). 
This means that the motion leaves the upper half N~(£) and enters the lower half N~(£) wherefrom 
it is pushed up again by (135) which causes relay dither (since r/ is arbitrarily small) and system 
breakdown unless a stop occurs on 2 = 0. 
If Player 1 changes the value of , /at  the moment = 7for a greater value 7~ > 2, he gains nothing 
since (135) stays unchanged and in (134) he would have 2 -  (c+ 2)2 -  7~ < 0 for all 2 >~ 0, all 
c e [ -  1, 1] and all ),j > 2. For this reason we rejected the values 7 > 2 from the very beginning since 
otherwise relay dither may have occurred already in N6 of (l l4). 
Thus, to guarantee termination in 0 for all possible realizations of uncertainties in c ~ [ -  1, I] 
and in relays ~', ~,  [2, Player 1 applies the strategy (105) with 7 = I/2; if c e [ - I /2 ,  1/2] he may 
take any 7 c (0, 3/4]. System trajectories are contained in the shaded area (Fig. 1) for the case of 
(99) and (105) with 7 = 1/2, c ~[ -1 ,  I]. 
In view of (108), it is clear that Player 2 cannot force trajectories out of the shaded area through 
L~. However, applying instead of (99) another strategy, e.g. u2 = -M2~2(2) he can force them out 
through L2 in order to bring the motion onto D~} causing a stop or system breakdown. This can 
always be prevented by Player 1 who can measure x, 2, 2 and correspondingly adjust his strategy 
[e.g. taking (-M2 + Y)~.(2) instead of (M2+ y)~(2) in (105)] to the tricks of Player 2. 
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To illustrate the situation with the "'value" of the game, let us compute the functional (87) on 
trajectories generated by the strategies (99), (105). Since as 6--+0, thus ~--+ ~0}, the value J,~ of J 
over arcs contained in N~ tends to zero: ./,~--+0, so the capture time t*= J[c, u~(.), u_~(.)] is not 
affected by relay uncertainties at the origin. As a consequence, t *= t*(c, 7) on trajectories 
generated by (99), (105), so that instead of(87) we have the following minimax problems over the 
subset (99), (I05) of admissible strategies which we call marginal optimization problems: 
t *= in f in f l * (c , , ' ) ,  t*  = sup  in f  t* (c ,  7). (136) 
it is clear that by a fixed choice (99) the 
sup  
u 2 
has been eliminated from (87). 
Consider first the full range of uncertainty in c :c~ [ -1 ,  1]. Then, due to (128), the only choice 
of 7 that guarantees termination in fl is ), = I/2. Hence, there is no optimization problem which 
is dissolved in the dominant capture requirement. However, the lower and upper values of the game 
do exist and are given by (131): 
/'E 
t* = t*( l, ~) ~. t,* = r*(l,~) =- - ,  = 
x/3 
Consider now fixed c = - 1 for which, due to (127) we have 7 ~[1/2, 3/2]. Here the lower and 
upper values coincide producing the value of the game. By (130) we have: £-( -1,  1/2)= 2, 
5"(-1, 3/2) = 1, in accordance with the location of 0 (see Fig, 1). Substituting (125) into the first 
equation of (120), we find (noting that ~o2= c+ 2 = 1) : t * ( -1 ,  1/2)= l * ( -1 ,  3/2)= it, in accord- 
ance with the fact that the first moment of intersection with the x-axis is independent of 7- 
Since t * ( -1 ,7 )  is continuous in 7, there must be an extremum somewhere in (I/2, 2/3) and by 
geometry (Fig. 1) we may expect a minimum which is confirmed by straightforward calculation: 
21t 
t* = t* = t * ( -  1, 1) = arc cos(-.{) = ~-. 
It is clear, that in overall minimax problem (87) the computation is more involved, however, it 
is the lower and upper values of the game that pertain to games with uncertainties. 
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